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Figure 3. Research topics in ESIPP
Figure 4. Water-Energy nexus research being undertaken at NUIG
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The importance of interdependence between water and
energy is now widely acknowledged. Energy production needs
water and water needs energy. The energy security of the
world is highly dependent on water availability, as almost all
energy production technologies such as nuclear,
thermoelectric and hydropower demand vast amounts of
water. Energy sector accounts for about 10 % of global water
withdrawals [1]. In the US, thermoelectric power plants
account for the largest share of freshwater withdrawals, which
is around 41% of the total withdrawals [2]. Water is required
in the full life cycle of energy sector – for extraction, transport
and processing of fossil fuels, power generation and irrigation
of biofuels feedstock fuels.
On the other hand, extraction, transportation, distribution of
surface and groundwater or via desalination and collection
and treatment of wastewater and supply of water requires
energy. The global energy demand of the water sector is
almost equivalent to the entire energy demand of Australia
[1]. The largest share of this energy is consumed for end uses,
especially domestic water heating [3]. The amount of energy
associated with water services depends on various factors like
topography, distance from source to users, treatment levels,
technology and end users.
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Figure 6. Contribution of water related energy use to the total energy
use of study site. Source: Nair et al., 2018

Figure 5. Characterisation of building level water and energy use: a
case study; Nair et al., 2018

CHALLENGES
• Both water and energy are critical resources. The links pose
considerable risks – availability of one resource affects the
other
• Climate change and population growth affect water
availability, which in turn impacts energy production.
• Higher fossil fuel energy intensity of water sector leads to
higher carbon emissions
• Faults in water systems – if leakages reduced to 6%, 130
TWh (equivalent to electricity needs of Poland) could be
saved
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‘ENERGY FOR WATER’ - ENERGY ASSOCIATED WITH WDS
FAULTS DETECTED USING NEW FDD METHODS

Figure 7. Flow signature analysis of water consumption in non-residential
building water networks using smart meter data: a case study; Clifford et al.,
2018
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Source: www.ucsusa.org
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Figure 9. Total water consumption associated with thermal
electricity production in Ireland for the years 2020, 2025, 2030
and 2040 for the combination of EirGrid scenarios
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Figure 2. Challenges in ‘Water-Energy Nexus’ research

Figure 8. Problem quadrant comparing the temporal resolution of
smart meter data acquisition and spatial aggregation along with
cost characteristics Source: Clifford et al., 2018
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Figure 1. Water-Energy Nexus Source: U.S. Department of Energy

• Water heating – as high as 30% of total energy use
• Implementation of water conservation measures –
saved 9 m3/day of hot water
• By reducing hot water consumption, around 60% of
grid electricity could be replaced with solar energy
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Figure 10. Total water withdrawal associated
with thermal electricity
production in Ireland for the years 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2040 for the
combination of EirGrid scenarios

• The low carbon scenario in 2040 has the highest
water consumption (13.17 GL) due to the increase in
biomass contribution (6 TWh)
• For water withdrawal, the scenario, steady evolution
in 2025 is the highest (5133 GL) due to the greater
contribution from Peat (14 TWh)
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